
In the above equation, you can see that the value for

acceleration will increase if the value for force increases.

Acceleration and force change in the same way—both get

larger. The equation also means that the value for acceleration

also will increase if the value for mass decreases. Acceleration

and mass change in opposite ways.

Friction and Gravity

The force that one surface exerts on another when they rub

against each other is called friction.

It acts in a direction opposite to the direction of the moving

object. Friction will eventually cause an object to come to a

stop.

The strength of the friction force depends upon the types of

surfaces involved and how hard the surfaces push together.

Rough surfaces produce greater friction than smooth surfaces.

Sliding friction occurs when solid surfaces slide over each

other.

Rolling friction occurs when an object rolls over a surface.

Fluid friction results when a fluid is in contact with a surface.

As with rolling friction, the force needed to overcome fluid

friction is less than that needed to overcome sliding friction.





















Gravity is the force that pulls objects toward Earth. When the

only force acting on a falling object is gravity, the object is in

free fall.

All objects in free fall accelerate at the same rate regardless of

mass—9.8 m/s at sea level.

An object that is thrown is called a projectile. While a projectile

moves horizontally, the force of gravity pulls it down. So as it

falls, a projectile follows a curved path.

Objects falling through air experience a type of fluid friction

called air resistance.

The greater the surface area of an object, the greater the air

resistance. As the velocity of a falling object increases, air

resistance increases until it is equal to gravity. When forces are

balanced, the velocity stops increasing. This velocity, the

greatest velocity of an object in free fall, is called terminal

velocity.

The force of gravity can affect living organisms. For example,

the roots of a plant grow downward in the direction of the

gravitational force. This is known as gravitropism.

Weight is the force of gravity on a person or object at the

surface of a planet.

Weight is a measure of the force of gravity on an object, and

mass is a measure of the amount of matter in that object.

Newton's second law of motion can be rewritten to find

weight.

Weight = Mass X Acceleration due to gravity

















The law of universal gravitation states that the force of gravity

acts between all objects in the universe.

Any two objects in the universe, without exception, attract

each other. The strength of gravity depends on the masses of

the objects involved and on the distance between the two

objects.






